Home Internet Business Ideas
By the time you finish reading this ebook about developing home
internet business ideas for yourself, you will feel that a whole new future
has been made possible for you. A place of infinite possibilities and
personal financial security. Remember what it felt like when you

were a little kid and everything was right with the world, when
you were safe and secure? That feeling is about to return.
Obviously, this is all new territory for you if you are reading this ebook.
Stay with it and you will be free before you know it! Decide now to put
an end to breaking your back to create someone else’s security. Clamp
your jaw like Suzie in the little story below and create the future you
deserve, raise those you love to high ground before a tsunami of bad
events makes it impossible for you to make things better and safer.
Unlock the gem hidden in this true short story that applies to YOU:
As I write this, it is August of 2013. I live in North Central Canada where
the forests grow thick and wild. A few weeks ago, a man was camping
in a remote area and he decided to go for a walk after breakfast.
Hearing a noise behind him, he turned to see a massive black bear
stalking him. He ran for his life, the bear close behind.

The man ran into a lake and the bear charged in after him. Out of the
forest, howling like a runaway 18 wheeler, striking like a Hell Fire
missile, Suzie, the man’s little Schnauzer dog, attacked. He later related
that a rattle snake protecting its young could not have struck more
viciously or with more speed.
Her Papa was in trouble. True to her nature, nobody and nothing was
going to hurt her Papa.
The stage was set. A 15 pound dog, seething with terror and rage, sank
its teeth into the face of a drooling 500 pound bear. We’ll never know
for sure, but Suzie must of known in her loyal, little dog heart that this
was going to be a battle to the death. Hers. No matter.
It was no physical contest yet little Suzie had 2 great resources at her
disposal to buy Papa some time. Love and commitment. Her Papa was
in danger. Her personal safety was not an issue.
The man had already suffered severe injuries from the bear, but by the
time Suzie’s ear shredding screams of agony had died away, her
diversion had bought him enough time to barely get away.
In Memoriam: Suzie
Little Suzie saw a terrible, urgent need; to protect
her Papa at all costs. She didn’t wait to see “how
things would turn out”, she did what she had to.
She took action. That was Suzie.
What about you?

A true story about you: There is a great, black beast stalking you
and your loved ones right now. It goes by many names: offshore
outsourcing, mechanization, efficiency, becoming obsolete and so
forth. The most dangerous parts of this beast are the incredible

government debts and the people on Wall Street who like to play
chicken with your retirement funds.
All it will take is a shift in the weather or something else in this volatile
world and the whole house of cards will come tumbling down. You
don’t know it yet, but at the conclusion of this ebook, you will feel a
sense of elation, of no longer being at the mercy of all the forces in the
world that push, control and take advantage of you.
It can happen to any of us. I never believed it myself until I watched the
news casts of people’s belongings getting ruined in cardboard boxes in
the poring rain on sidewalks. This was after sheriffs had pried them out
of their homes during the financial crises of 2008. These were good,
honest, middle class people. I can’t imagine what they were feeling.
You don’t have to give your life to protect your loved ones like little
Suzy did, but let this book whet your appetite to create for yourself a
safe little harbor of security where you and those you love will be free
of any harm that will shred society.
Read this ebook slowly, cautiously seeing how you can build your own,
risk free defence against the threats that are looming. Everyone has
hobbies. Read this ebook to the very end and learn how almost any
hobby or pass time can be turned into a worthwhile business online. Be
the little Suzie for those you love. Instead of giving your life, give of
your time and let your mind run free.
What this ebook shows you is how to create your own secure financial
fortress on the web using a system and set of tools that creates such
wonderful, secure lifestyles that one such small online business was
featured one day on Oprah.

The featured site is about RVing. It could be about anything from a web
business dealing in stuffed rabbits to dealing in private jets. The theme
or subject of the site doesn’t matter. Only the quality of the content.
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Introduction
Read this ebook to the end. Learn that there is a way for you to protect
yourself and those you love from economic catastrophe. Everyone
knows that the world is a volatile place. Some seemingly unrelated event
far away all of a sudden has a sudden impact on you and your loved
ones. It could be the price of fuel going through the roof. Maybe
someone you know is called into military service. Somebody on Wall
Street makes a decision and your partner is out of work and out of luck.
Practically everyone is hooked up to the internet. What this means is that
practically everyone has access to the World Wide Web and the
incredible market it represents. Never before has so much been available
to everyone for free. Whether you make violins, are an expert at growing
vegetables or are knowledgeable about anything else, there is plenty of
market on the web for you to build a business for yourself.

The more you keep reading this document, the more you feel that
home internet business ideas and the businesses from them that
you can build are the way for you to create a buffer for yourself
from the vicious ravages of the outside world. Remember that the
Internet is the great equalizer. It makes for a level playing field. You
want to start slowly, risk free and build on a solid foundation. You must
know what you are doing, however, and that is the reason for this ebook.

But first, the legal stuff….
THE AUTHOR IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR THE USE OR
MISUSE OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED WITHIN. THE
INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE BOOK IS FOR
INFORMATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES
ONLY. IT IS NOT INTENDED AS PROFESSIONAL ADVICE
OR A RECOMMENDATION TO ACT.
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. NO PART OF THIS REPORT MAY
BE REPRODUCED OR TRANSMITTED IN ANY FORM
WHATSOEVER, ELECTRONIC, OR MECHANICAL, INCLUDING
PHOTOCOPYING, RECORDING, OR BY ANY INFORMATIONAL
STORAGE OR RETRIEVAL SYSTEM WITHOUT EXPRESS
WRITTEN, DATED AND SIGNED PERMISSION FROM THE
AUTHOR.

Before going further, here are 4 links that you will find invaluable as
you assess what this is all about:
Volume 1 of this “Make Your Knowledge Sell” series is available on
Kindle for $1.99. It fits in with this ebook like two pieces of a puzzle
complimenting each other perfectly. For the price of a cup of coffee, it
will be the most significant purchase you will ever make.
STOP! and go over there right now before you forget 
At $1.99, I’m not making a killing, folks.
Just click on the “Volume 1” link above. NOTE: Please give an honest
review of the ebook after you’ve finished it. If there are things that
should be better, I want to know. If it is really good, I want to know

what works, too. Either way, please take the few moments to honestly
review it on the Kindle page that the link above takes you to after you’ve
read it.
The second link will take you to a page on my website. It is a simple 3
minute video that shows what can be done with what you are about to
learn. The video is about a small, online business that is so secure and
unusual that Oprah featured it on her show. It will show you what niche
websites are about and it will send your mind racing in all directions as
you start thinking of all the possibilities for yourself! Click on “Oprah.”
The third link is a video tour. This one is about 30 fabulous minutes long
and covers the tools I use to build my websites and to SEO everything. I
even SEO the ebooks I create. This ebook ranks #1 at Google for the
terms “online business optimization” and “internet online marketing
advertising business”. My website Home-Online-Incomes came in at #1
against as field of 383,000,000 today (that’s no accident!). The other day
I caught myself starting to SEO my grocery list. No, I’m not kidding.
“Doh!” The search engine results will vary a bit day to day, but this
thing works.
You won’t
have to leave
your name or
anything.
The fourth
link is to a
page on my
site titled
“How To Sell
Online”. Read the introductory paragraphs and then search the free
library below. There are 12 ebooks covering everything from how to
start your own ebay business, how to become a WAHM (work at home
mom) developing your own home internet business ideas to how to

make your knowledge sell. There is no charge and, again, you are not
asked for your name or email address, but you will get a ton of high
quality, free education. *Make sure to bookmark the page. You will
want to come back and download many times. Give the url to anyone
you know who might benefit from the information
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Ch1 What is this all about?
Regarding home internet business ideas,

there is no shortage of choices.

What is an Internet business income opportunity? This is one question
that many people ask when they first learn about working at home
through the internet. The fact is that you can make a good residual
income by working at home with an internet business. The start up
expenses associated with an internet business income opportunity are
nowhere near what it would cost you to start up a regular bricks and
mortar business. Selling on the Internet is called ebusiness and millions
of people have latched onto this new way of making money, a very good
Internet business income opportunity.
What if you were shown more home internet business ideas than you
knew what to do with? How would you choose? This ebook will cover
all that.
Consider all the things you have to do to start up your own regular
business. Office space, staff, salaries, cost of equipment – these all add
up to a huge start up expense. With an Internet business income
opportunity, you get everything you need for your Internet business start
up for the cost of a small cup of coffee a day.

Do you love animals? Start
a pet grooming salon, pet
food store, natural pet food
recipe site, pet safety
harnesses for in the car, pet
clothing line to name just a
few ideas.
How about a Chihuahua spa site for little ladies like the one below in
pink? There is grooming to be esxplored. How about creating and selling
your own videos on dog training, dog grooming, Chihuahua history, dog
and cat Winnebagos, travel tips for pets (don’t try to bring your Boa on
an airplane) and so forth.
A sad part of owning pets is when they go to that big cat little box in the
sky. How about an interneet site on requiems for beloved pets. People
from all walks of life are starting up their own home based business
which lets them work from home on a full or part time basis.
The Internet business start up expenses only include the
cost of a computer, an Internet connection, the purchase
of a domain name and web hosting services and these are
included in the cost of the system I use. If you already
have your own computer and the Internet connection, then
you are already on your way to taking advantage of one of
many Internet business income opportunity that you are
about to discover.
An internet business operates from your own home. Depending on what
it is that you do, you don’t have to have a stock pile of inventory or deal
with shipping products to customers. Are you beginning to see how your
choice of home internet business ideas virtually has no limits. You can
become a reseller, which means you simply take the orders from

customers through your website. You do need to find a supplier for your
Internet business start up, but this is easy to do.
It involves something called affiliate marketing and is covered in a later
chapter. You can build a risk free business on anything from flower pots
to jet aircraft. With this type of internet business income opportunity,
you can sell products from your website by sending the orders to a
company, which in turn sends them out to the customers. You retain a
part of the profit from each and every sale.
One thing you do need to know about an Internet business as you
explore home internet business ideas and that is that it is not a get rich
quick scheme. You do have to work at it and working from home
requires discipline. It means that you want to devote a specific amount
of time each day to growing your business, whether that is finding new
affiliates for your website, adding new products to sell or spending time
writing. Most of the Internet business income opportunities give you all
the tools you need to succeed, but you do need to work at it. Just setting
up a website and not doing anything with it will not get you anywhere, I
don’t care what the sales page said.
If you are looking for an Internet business income opportunity, there is
no shortage of choices. The more you keep reading this document, the
more you feel that there are no limits to what you can add to your list of
home internet business ideas.

Choosing
an Internet Marketing Plan for Your Business:

It’s no big news to say that the internet has transformed how world
business works. Companies of all sizes are taking the power of web
marketing and using it to promote their products and services. This is the
norm amongst companies starting up who desire a fast and vast global
reach.
Sites like PRWeb and PRlog allow you to submit a press release on your
latest innovation and have it read by thousands of viewers on Google
news. Not to mention that those sites have a high ranking with the search
engines. Imagine what it would be like if you would build an exciting,
highly profitable web site around the wildest of your home internet
business ideas?
Provided your press releases are written properly and informative,
showing the benefits, and optimized for search engines with the correct
choice of keywords used to find your products, that press release will be
found over and over again.
It’s all about click throughs. This is the action someone takes when a site
link or button is pressed to open a web page containing details of the
product or service. Depending on the suitability to the interested visitor,
this could be a conversion to a sale. This is the essence of the internet in
marketing for businesses.
Google offer a wonderful set of tools to augment any plans set out by the
marketing department or the sole marketer. Google analytics allows you
to track all your visitor activity and conversions and plan out campaigns
around those findings if this is what you want. And you will start to feel
better and better about your home internet business ideas being too
outlandish. You can research the right keywords that will allow your site
pages to rank high in the search engines so people will find your site no
matter what the subject.
Using the internet, you can build a mailing list by starting a blog and
inviting people to opt-in for a newsletter or a free product. This in turn

provides a good ROI (Return On Investment) that other forms of media
cannot compete with. Your web site is operating 24/7, literally taking
orders while you sleep. This has left many traditional channels for media
exposure quite redundant which is why so many magazines have spent a
lot of time crafting a web presence.
The internet in marketing strategies involves so many aspects that will
drive a business. You can send email newsletters that launch a product
or new benefit to a mailing list. Now, let me ask you this. Do you still
have home internet business ideas that you still deem silly?
Video has brought in a wealth of possibilities for viral marketing with
video clips showing business promotions. YouTube has become a
platform for business launches as a result. There is podcasting,
distributing audio files that talk about a business venture or the benefits
of its products. People are moving away from TV, radio and the yellow
pages in vast numbers to gather up to date information on the web.
Maybe you enjoy the great out of doors. You can build sites on:
Dude ranches
Horse riding stables
Horse care
Horse training
On how to become a weekend cowboy
Western clothes
Western movies
Camping
Terra caching
To just name a few. Go through old Readers’ Digests and so forth for
more ideas. Your local magazine racks are another great source of ideas.

A series of articles placed in blogs and article
directories like goarticles.com and USFreeads.com can
catapult a product launch. All you need to do is
provide your email address or a link to your web site.
Google Adwords allows you to bid on popular
keywords allowing for direct targeting to your services
using search engines. Care needs to be taken here as it
can be expensive so consult an SEO expert initially about using the
internet in marketing with Adwords.
An online shop allows you to sell to anyone globally. Your revenue
potential then becomes limitless.
Choosing The Right Opportunity for You:

Whether technology like computers is your forte or not, it is a means to
make money if you have some skills to offer in specific areas. Some
people are great at marketing, or at building web sites, so they sell online
design and SEO services. Imagine what you could do if you knew that
there were no limits to what home internet business ideas could work
out. There are no limits. Others are handymen, great with a toolkit and
can build houses, perform expert carpentry tasks and so could setup an
online business that sells their own style of furniture or offer an interior
design service. How about a site on decks, on interior decorating,
driveway repair, appliance repairs, making your own curtains and so on.
There are two paths towards an online business opportunity.
- A home based job, or a home based business.
Just picture this for a moment, home internet business ideas that know
no limits. If you wish to work from home, in your own business, you
will need to establish your skill strengths. All you need to do to start is
draft a business plan, whom will you sell to, how will your reach them
and what’s the competition? Do you have an edge on the market? Can
you offer something that is missing with your competitors?
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